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Walking Towards 
a Cardio Revolution

It’s not just anecdotal 
evidence either. The 2012 
Fitness Industry Trends 
Report by FISA confirms 
that treadmills and ellipticals 
account for more than 70% of 
all cardio units sold between 2007-
2011. That means all other cardio 
pieces including “must haves” like 
upright bikes, recumbent bikes, 
steppers, and group cycles, plus niche 
and specialty pieces make up less 
than 30% of all cardio equipment sold.

With treads and ellipticals 
dominating and all other pieces 
struggling to maintain, 
much less grow, it’s  
time for something to 
take the cardio category 
by storm. So why not 
combine the best features of 
the most popular products into  
one new modality that can be to cardio 
what the functional training trend was 
to strength and group exercise?

Introducing the TreadClimber® by 
Star Trac, a low impact cardio workout 
that offers up to twice the calorie burn 
of a traditional cardio session in the 
same amount of time.

BEGINNING 
OF A REVOLUTION 

Before creating this 
game changing cardio product, we had 
to do our research. Hours of observation 

and user feedback uncovered the 
benefits, features, and motion that 
users wanted. But more importantly, 
we learned that exercisers wanted a 
cardio option that was efficient and 
low impact.

While the strength and group 
exercise categories have embraced 
trends like functional training and 
efficient, cross-discipline workouts 
like high intensity interval training 
(HIIT) and CrossFit, cardio hasn’t 
had a universally accepted and truly 
unique modality since the introduction 
of the elliptical. It’s time for a true 
game changing cardio revolution!

DEFINING THE MOTION

Why do people like these 
pieces more than others?

Treadmills cater to 
a large segment of the 
population. Not only 
is walking the number 
one fitness activity 
worldwide, but it’s 
also a great way for 
people to get started 
on a fitness routine. 
Walkers can build 
up to running for 
improved results 
and an added 
challenge. 
Treadmills also 

offer a highly customizable 
workout experience where users set 
their own pace, stride length, and 
incline. But running is undeniably 
jarring on the body, leaving  

Ask any club operator and they will tell you that their highest 

demand cardio pieces are the treadmill and elliptical. During 

peak times, there are lines of people waiting to workout or time 

limits set to ensure that everyone can workout on the equipment 

they prefer. While various makes and models might get more use 

than others, there is no denying that these two products dominate 

cardio decks in clubs of every size.
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some looking for a lower impact 
cardio option.

 The elliptical offers an equally 
inviting, yet less customizable 
experience than the treadmill. 
With a fixed path and comfortable, 
oversized foot pads, ellipticals are 
a low-to-no impact workout that 
motivates many to workout longer 
or harder than they can on other 
cardio pieces.

By understanding the pros and 
cons of each unit, we found a 
simple solution. The TreadClimber® 

by Star Trac would feature dual, 
user-defined treadles (ramping 
decks) that provide a low impact, 
incline-to-flat step pattern. The new 
modality also targets the glutes and 
thighs like a stepper, making it a 
three-in-one solution. 

MAXIMIZING MOVEMENT

The patented design and movement 
pattern maximizes the exerciser’s 
effort, burning up to up two times 
more calories than a traditional cardio 
workout. But we needed to prove it, so 
we put it to the test.

Sponsored Research conducted at 
the University of Wisconsin – La Crosse 
Physical Therapy and Exercise and 
Sport Science departments confirmed 
that walking on the TreadClimber 
by Star Trac at the same speed as 
a flat treadmill produced almost 
twice the calorie burn in the same 
amount of time. And, walking on the 
TreadClimber by Star Trac at 3 MPH 
burns the same amount of calories as 
running on a flat treadmill at 6 MPH. 

In short, the TreadClimber by Star 
Trac is a true calorie burner to  burning 
up to twice the calories as a single 

traditional cardio workout with 
significantly less impact on  

the joints.
This is revolutionary for 

many exercisers – from the 
avid runner in peak form to 

the deconditioned or first time 
gym goer. The TreadClimber 

by Star Trac can open up 
greater avenues 

of health and 
wellness for 

those rehabbing from an injury or 
illness by allowing them to burn 
calories and increase their heart 
rate without ever going faster than a 
walking pace. But it can still challenge 
the most physically fit marathoner 
without adding stress to their joints. 
It is a game changer!

ADOPTING ALTERNATIVE CARDIO

We successfully developed a product 
that answers a need for exercisers, 
non-exercisers, and club owners alike. 
But having a new product that offers 
a unique modality and an overall 
rewarding workout experience means 
nothing if users don’t embrace it. So 
we incorporated it into the Star Trac 
family of cardio products that offer 
high quality, user-focused features like 
an easily accessible HotBar® with one-
finger speed and elevation controls; 
integrated personal viewing screens; 
and adjustable personal fans. 

The TreadClimber by Star Trac has 
a familiar look and feel, so users can 
start working out quickly. Plus it looks 
just like the other Star Trac cardio 
pieces, fitting seamlessly onto any 
cardio deck in the same footprint as 
a treadmill. This is a new generation 
cardio experience where workouts are 
customizable, efficient, and best of 
all, fun! 

For more information on the 
TreadClimber by Star Trac 
contact 800-228-3365, 
sales@startrac.com or visit 
www.startrac.com
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 “Our goal in creating Gymtropolis is 

to provide a marketplace and community 

that enhances the fitness industry by 

making fitness commerce faster, easier, 

and more efficient for fitness facilities 

and suppliers,” Schupp explains.

We accomplish that goal with 

several key features, such as the 

reverse auction. Much like travel sites 

Expedia and Priceline revolutionized 

booking travel, the Gymtropolis free 

reverse auction accomplishes and 

revolutionizes purchasing exercise 

equipment, fitness products, supplies 

and services for fitness professionals. 

One post, multiple bids, one great 

offer. Everybody wins! 

Schupp expects Gymtropolis to 

transform the way that health clubs, 

fitness facilities and trainers purchase 

their equipment, as well as the way that 

fitness service providers and suppliers 

sell their products and services.  At 

the core of the Gymtropolis website is 

an innovative reverse-auction system 

(think EBAY, but reversed) which allows 

health clubs to enter a bid request 

for the products that they need. This 

request is then automatically pushed 

to relevant suppliers in the Gymtropolis 

network to allow them the opportunity 

to bid on the requested item(s). This 

allows health clubs to quickly and 

efficiently comparison shop without 

taking up too much time or effort. 

Gymtropolis will also provide fitness 

clubs owners with a traditional auction-

style format, as well as individual store 

setups to allow health clubs to shop at 

their own convenience.

“We have crafted a better, faster and 

more efficient method to buy all of the 

best products, supplies, equipment and 

Gymtropolis 
Reverse Auction
Finally! A better way to compare and 
purchase all your gym needs 
Brad Schupp knows a thing or two about the fitness industry. As a 

successful fitness professional for the last 30 years, his commitment 

to innovation and passion for problem-solving providing the stepping 

stones of his entrepreneurial journey.  Building on Brad’s experience 

working with StairMaster, gave him a solid foundation to build on as 

he launched the original parts and product support company out of 

his garage which has evolved over the years into Sportsmith. Schupp’s 

decades of experience shed light on a new opportunity to add value 

and enhance the fitness industry. Together with his son Aaron, and 

his daughter Elise Hopper, Schupp launched out on his newest and 

perhaps boldest business venture to date: Gymtropolis.com.

10      NATIONAL FITNESS TRADE JOURNAL
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services that any fitness facility will need to 

succeed. Utilizing Gymtropolis unlocks the 

door to high productivity for facility owners, 

managers, fitness directors, operations 

managers and personal trainers.”

“Our mission at Gymtropolis is 

to add value to fitness community. 

We’re committed to helping our fellow 

fitness professionals maintain their 

fitness facilities in the most efficient 

and cost-effective ways possible. 

Gymtropolis enables club owners to 

focus on the other aspects of developing 

better facilities and services for their 

community,” Schupp states.

Gymtropolis solves the problem club 

owners and operators face on an almost 

daily basis – google search marathons 

to find exercise equipment, fitness 

products, supplies and service providers. 

This problem is resolved by consolidating 

the leading suppliers, brands and service 

providers in the fitness industry into the 

Gymtropolis Marketplace, a robust, one-

stop resource.

Simply stated, Gymtropolis provides 

easy and efficient comparison shopping 

which enables fitness professionals to 

research and purchase similar fitness 

products from various suppliers, without 

having to navigate through an exhaustive 

list of websites. This method results in 

a purchasing process that’s faster, easier 

and more efficient than the antiquated 

process of navigating multiple sites to 

find the best products.

“In addition to our Marketplace, we 

think the Gymtropolis social network 

may prove to be the greatest value to 

the fitness community. We’re currently 

developing a dynamic social community 

for fitness professionals to collaborate 

and exchange ideas and information...all 

geared towards the effort to build a better 

fitness industry,” exclaims Schupp.

“I really love the community aspect 

of the vision for Gymtropolis. It’s very 

appealing and makes you feel like you are 

not alone when it comes to the headaches 

of trying to find the right equipment at the 

right price. The site is easy to navigate 

and very self explanatory.  I feel like the 

Gymtropolis team has a great feel on the 

pulse of the fitness industry.” Patrick, 

Hallock Owner, CrossFit Vital

Additional user-friendly features of 

Gymtropolis include product and vendor 

reviews by fitness facility colleagues and 

peers. Rewarding suppliers for a fair 

exchange in value on products based on 

quality, customer service, and not just 

the best price, is a winning combination 

for fitness facilities and suppliers alike.

Additionally, suppliers benefit from 

the Gymtropolis marketplace by receiving 

relevant product requests from highly 

qualified buyers. 

Elise Hopper, Brad Schupp & Aaron Schupp

“Gymtropolis helped me find a cardio, strength, 
and free weight gym package to get my new fitness 
center completed. The website is easy to use 
and features multiple resources for gym owners.  
I recommend Gymtropolis to anyone looking for a 
one stop fitness shop.”  

 -  Steve Blackburn, Elite Fitness Training Studio

For more information about Gymtropolis, 

please visit gymtropolis.com. 

Elise Hopper - Director of Marketing and Sales

918.943.6677

info@gymtropolis.com

Social: fb.com/Gymtropolis / @Gymtropolis
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“The incredible demand from clubs worldwide for the 
LateralX indicates that members are eager to try some-
thing different,” said Tim Porth, executive vice president of 
product development and marketing at Octane Fitness. 

But it’s not enough for equipment just to be new. It must 
be user-friendly, feel good and help exercisers experience 
results. Because the LateralX resembles an elliptical, it’s 
simple to get on and go, and exercisers intuitively learn 
how to use the machine and vary their motion. Its precise 
ergonomics and zero-impact, fl uid motion enables 
exercisers to feel good both during and after workouts – 
which is an important distinction. Exercisers today want to 
work hard, but they don’t want to routinely ache afterward. 

And the LateralX works. University research shows that 
there is a 27% increase in caloric expenditure when 
LateralX users go from lateral width 1 to lateral width 10; 
and the LateralX uses the inner and outer thighs 30% more 
than traditional elliptical machines. 

Virtually anyone can use this lateral trainer – 
whether they are coming back from an injury or just fi nished 
another triathlon. With 30 resistance levels, 10 lateral width 
adjustments and 13 workout programs, the LateralX creates 
muscle confusion through new challenges for a productive 
way to cross train and reap results. 

“Snap is dedicated to providing our members with the 
best equipment to help them achieve results, and 
the LateralX is a perfect example of how we stay 
out front,” said Peter Taunton, founder and CEO 
of Snap Fitness. “We were quick to adopt this 
unique machine, and the feedback has been 
outstanding from members who appreciate its 
valuable innovation and variety.”

Octane-exclusive workouts like CROSS 
CiRCUIT, which combines cardio and strength 
intervals for an invigorating, all-out sweat 
session, motivate club members and 
maximize their exercise time. The LateralX 
with CROSS CiRCUIT uniquely complements 
increasingly popular functional and 
CrossFit intense workouts and adds a 
progressive element to health clubs.

Today’s health club market is intensely competitive, with 
consumers able to choose among high-end clubs, 24/7 
access franchises, specialized studio models (e.g., 
Orangetheory Fitness and Soul Cycle) and CrossFit boxes, 
among other options. With the increasing prevalence of low-
cost models, successfully competing on price alone can be 
a daunting challenge. Any club owner can attest to being 
compelled to enhance his/her own service, programs and 
offerings in the face of new, nearby competition. 

To thrive in a crowded market, each fi tness facility must 
establish and embrace its own identity and niche. A 24/7 
access center simply cannot match a luxury club in terms of 
amenities such as a steam room, towel service or a juice bar. 

Clubs should promote their distinctive package and identify 
and reach out to their target market. While more players in 
the market can defi nitely impact the bottom line, the most 
successful clubs clearly differentiate themselves from the 
competition, and then strive to win and retain members by 
excelling in their particular niche. 

By Julie King

“ T H E  L AT E R A L X  I S  A 

P E R F E C T  E X A M P L E  O F  H O W 

W E  S TAY  O U T  F R O N T”

“ T H E  L AT E R A L X  H A S  B E E N 

T H E  TA L K  T H R O U G H O U T  R E T R O 

F I T N E S S  B Y  M E M B E R S  A N D 

F R A N C H I S E E S  A L I K E”

LEADING THE NEW DIRECTION
New equipment like the LateralX can fuel a fi tness fl oor and 
generate a buzz about the health club. Taking on a demo 

unit often proves the immediate popularity a product 
like the LateralX commands. It’s that simple. Clubs 
repeatedly report that once an exerciser gets on 

the LateralX, it sells itself. 

“As expected, the LateralX has been the 
talk throughout Retro Fitness by mem-
bers and franchisees alike,” said Matt 
Schultz, vice president of operations 
at Retro Fitness, LLC. “It facilitates a 
unique movement that is not currently 

found with typical elliptical, and with 
Octane’s built-in workouts, tech-
nology and service, the LateralX is 
another top- performing machine by 
a tremendous company.”

For more information, please 
visit Octane Fitness at 

octanefi tness.com. 888-OCTANE4.

An overlooked area of differentiation is fi tness 
equipment. Exercisers generally crave new machines 
and know what they like and what feels good on their 
bodies. New and different exercise machines can 
create energy and excitement on the fi tness fl oor. 
Clubs that offer progressive fi tness equipment, such as 
the LateralX from Octane Fitness, fi nd their members 
are motivated to use it, to return regularly and to tell 
others about their experience. 

A LEAGUE OF ITS OWN

Unlike any product at health clubs today, the LateralX 
uniquely combines a vertical elliptical stepping motion 
with an adjustable side-to-side movement for work-
outs that uses varying planes of motion in forward 
or reverse direction. Octane’s signature MultiGrip and 
Converging Path handlebars engage the upper body 
for total-body workouts that exercisers describe as 
“exhilarating,” “unique” and “effective.” 

adjustments and 13 workout programs, the LateralX creates 
muscle confusion through new challenges for a productive 
way to cross train and reap results. 

“Snap is dedicated to providing our members with the 
best equipment to help them achieve results, and 
the LateralX is a perfect example of how we stay 

said Peter Taunton, founder and CEO 
of Snap Fitness. “We were quick to adopt this 
unique machine, and the feedback has been 
outstanding from members who appreciate its 
valuable innovation and variety.”

Octane-exclusive workouts like CROSS 
CiRCUIT, which combines cardio and strength 
intervals for an invigorating, all-out sweat 
session, motivate club members and 
maximize their exercise time. The LateralX 
with CROSS CiRCUIT uniquely complements 
increasingly popular functional and 
CrossFit intense workouts and adds a 
progressive element to health clubs.

New equipment like the LateralX can fuel a fi tness fl oor and 
generate a buzz about the health club. Taking on a demo 

unit often proves the immediate popularity a product 
like the LateralX commands. It’s that simple. Clubs 
repeatedly report that once an exerciser gets on 

the LateralX, it sells itself. 

“As expected, the LateralX has been the 
talk throughout Retro Fitness by mem-
bers and franchisees alike,” 
Schultz, vice president of operations 
at Retro Fitness, LLC. “It facilitates a 
unique movement that is not currently 

found with typical elliptical, and with 
Octane’s built-in workouts, tech-
nology and service, the LateralX is 
another top- performing machine by 
a tremendous company.”

For more information, please 

octanefi tness.com. 888-OCTANE4.

DIFFERENTIATE 
WITH DISTINCTIVE 
EQUIPMENT

“ T H E  I N C R E D I B L E  D E M A N D  F R O M 
C L U B S  W O R L D W I D E  F O R  T H E  L AT E R A L X 
I N D I C AT E S  T H AT  M E M B E R S  A R E  E A G E R 
T O  T R Y  S O M E T H I N G  D I F F E R E N T”

Peter Taunton 
Founder/CEO, Snap Fitness

Matt Schultz
Vice President of Operations, Retro Fitness
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HOIST ® ROC-IT ®  SOLID SCIENCE.
WHEN FITNESS FANS APPROACH A HOIST ROC-IT PRODUCT FOR THE FIRST TIME, THEY INSTINCTIVELY KNOW THEY’RE ABOUT TO 

HAVE A UNIQUE STRENGTH TRAINING EXPERIENCE. ONCE THEY BEGIN AN EXERCISE, THEIR INSTINCTS ARE CONFIRMED. HOIST 

INVITES USERS TO “JOIN THE MOVEMENT™” IN EXERCISE TECHNOLOGY BY INCORPORATING THE ADVANCED MOVEMENT OF THE 

ROC-IT PRODUCT LINEUP INTO THEIR REGIMEN.

ROC-IT products capture attention and make strength training 

more enjoyable, but the foundation of the ROC-IT design 

isn’t based on appearance—it’s rooted in extensive 

biomechanical research.

ROC-IT technology addresses the human body 

as a complete system, not as isolated groups 

of muscles. The movement designed in each 

ROC-IT product more closely mimics the way 

a body operates in everyday life, enhancing 

results and reducing risk of injury.

Traditional machine-based exercise is 

muscle-centric and provides a stable 

platform, which helps beginners and casual 

users. But it comes at the cost of isolating 

individual muscles in a stable environment. 

Effective strength training challenges the 

entire Human Movement System, which has 

nervous, muscle and skeletal components 

working in harmony to achieve optimal results. This 

is where traditional machines fail.

“WITH ITS DYNAMICALLY ROCKING TECHNOLOGY, THE HOIST ROC-IT LINE REVEALS NUMEROUS BIOMECHANICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL 

ADVANTAGES MISSING WITH TRADITIONAL EXERCISE MACHINES. THIS INCLUDES A DYNAMICALLY-ADJUSTED USER POSITION TO OPTIMALLY 

ALIGN AND MAINTAIN JOINT POSITION THROUGHOUT MOTION, REDUCING SHEAR-STRESS FORCES WITHIN JOINTS BY CREATING MULTIPLE 

SEGMENT MOVEMENT, PROVIDING SMALL, YET APPROPRIATE PROPRIOCEPTIVE CHALLENGES TO THE LUMBOPELVIC HIP COMPLEX (LPHC) TO 

IMPROVE STABILITY AND PROVIDING GREATER MUSCLE PRE-STRETCH OR LOADING TO OVERLOAD MUSCLES..” —FABIO COMANA, MA., MS., 

NASM CPT, CES & PES; NSCA CSCS; ACSM HFS; ACE CPT & LWMC; CISSN, DIRECTOR, CONTINUING EDUCATION, NASM

NFTJ_ROC-IT Artical_2014.indd   1 2/10/14   8:46 AM

Fixed machine design restricts natural movement, especially at 

the end of the range of motion. It forces unnatural positions that 

put unnecessary stress on the body, increasing the risk for injury. 

It’s not uncommon to see a user come out of the seat on a fixed 

machine at the end of the exercise motion. Why? Because the 

machine forces the user into an unnatural position—out of 

proper alignment. The machine is fixed, and because the user is 

not, he/she is required to adjust to the machine to complete the 

exercise. With the compromised biomechanical positioning in the 

end of the exercise motion in fixed machines, the body’s ability 

to safely and effectively control movement is diminished. 

ROC-IT products continuously adjust a user’s position, 

maintaining optimal positioning throughout the entire exercise 

range of motion. Essentially, the machine transforms to 

accommodate the movement of the human body. 

Effective strength training requires an efficient way to condition 

and challenge a body’s functional capabilities. It utilizes systems 

that promote optimal biomechanics throughout the full range 

of motion. It trains the body in a way that challenges and 

incorporates the body’s stability centers. 

Each ROC-IT machine is designed to continuously shift the user’s 

center of gravity to impose appropriate challenges to the Lumbo-

Pelvic-Hip Complex (LPHC). This advanced exercise movement 

enhances core involvement and the number of LPHC muscles 

needed to stabilize the hips and trunk. ROC-IT products  

yield more stability, more strength applied to the exercise path, 

and more calories burned—for a more complete exercise.

HOIST’S ROC-IT PRODUCTS ACHIEVE MANY OTHER SIGNIFICANT 

BIOMECHANICAL ADVANTAGES OVER FIXED MACHINES:

 Ô  They make the human body an integral part of the exercise, 
training it as a system, not isolated and disconnected parts.  

 Ô They provide stable exercise platforms that help users 
maintain a natural range of motion and correct form without 
overloading or stressing joints. 

 Ô They allow users to impose a “pre-stretch” that improves 
muscle activation and strength increases.

 Ô  They reduce recovery time by eliminating awkward positions 

that compromise the body’s ability to rebuild.

Fitness facilities exist because of their members, and it’s 

imperative that owners install the safest and most effective 

equipment available. HOIST’s ROC-IT line is an industry leader 

when it comes to selecting equipment that minimizes risk during 

strength training exercise. When you add ROC-IT products to 

your facility, you’re not just installing machines designed and 

engineered with unique patented ROC-IT technology, you’re 

installing machines people can’t wait to use!

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT HOIST PRODUCTS,  

Contact HOIST Sales at 800.548.5438 or sales@hoistfitness.com.

“THE ROC-IT LINE IS A TRUE INNOVATION IN STRENGTH TRAINING THAT COMBINES SUPERIOR BIOMECHANICS WITH FUN TO CREATE AN 

UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE. KUDOS TO HOIST FOR DEVELOPING EQUIPMENT THAT WILL HELP CLUB OPERATORS ATTRACT ALL TYPES OF 

INDIVIDUALS TO STRENGTH TRAINING.” —CEDRIC X. BRYANT, PH.D., FACSM, CHIEF SCIENCE OFFICER - ACE®

NFTJ_ROC-IT Artical_2014.indd   2 2/10/14   8:46 AM
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the latest equipment, and craft distinctive 
promotions — all to generate value for your 
exercisers and revenue for your facility.  
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The new corporate name reflects 

the company’s renewed commitment 

to its global distribution partners 

and their increased focus in the 

commercial strength market. The TFI 

moniker will identify a family of strength 

products designed for both light and 

full commercial applications, while 

increasing the competitive advantage of 

TFI strength products in the home sector. 

The dynamic new corporate logo, 

representative of a family crest 

featuring modern metallic letters on 

a shield of navy blue, reflects TFI’s 

history, as well as, their increased 

Building On 43 Years Of Success; 
TuffStuff Fitness International 
Redefines Itself For The Next  
43 Years Of Success
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focus on the design and manufacture 

of the highest quality strength 

products for the global market.   

This revitalized brand identity is 

a reflection of the vision and future 

direction of the company, which 

originated over 42 years ago, and 

continues to expand globally while 

maintaining the same core family 

values upon which it was founded. 

The 2014 IHRSA Show shaped up to 

be very productive for TFI.  In addition 

to launching their new brand identity, 

TFI also unveiled their new Evolution 

Strength Series, which incorporates a 

number of refinements to their previous 

line of home and light commercial 

products. These refinements include 

the addition of strategic product SKU’s 

and an increase in structural integrity 

across the entire product line, to warrant 

use in all Light Commercial settings, 

while still maintaining the same price 

range as the previous Home Strength 

Line. 

“We anticipate Evolution to be an 

immediate hit for both our Specialty 

Fitness Retail chains, as well as, our 

network of commercial distributors,” 

adds Ryser. “A combination of the 

increased value incorporated into 

the product line and its capability of 

being partnered with our existing Cal 

Gym Series to complete any vertical 

market application needing free-

weight, plate loaded or functional 

training equipment, should make 

the Evolution line very popular with 

our dealer network.” The Evolution 

Strength Series also includes TFI’s 

new CDP-300 Dual Adjustable Pulley 

machine, which offers a number of 

unique features not normally found on 

traditional functional training systems. 

Look to see the new CDP-300 and the 

entire Evolution Strength Series on 

specialty fitness retail floors within 

the next couple of weeks. 

As if all that wasn’t enough, TFI 

also released phase two of its popular 

CT8 Fitness Training System, which 

should be available within the next 

couple of months.  We got a “sneak 

peak” of what you can expect with 

the next generation of their modular 

oriented functional training system 

and we have to say, it is a must see for 

all.  Not only will the new CT System 

create smaller, more budget conscious 

foot print options, it will also allow 

larger “daisy-chain” configurations of 

the smaller pods to be incorporated 

into any facilities design. The new 

CT System displayed at IHRSA also 

incorporated an increased level of 

the quality customization they are 

known for.  The eye catching CT Series 

prototype was finished in a brilliant, 

neon green powder coat with matte 

black accents that matched other 

select pieces from their Proformance 

Plus and Cal Gym Commercial Strength 

lines. The TFI booth was a definite 

point of interest for all attendees 

and solidifying their forward thinking 

process to continue their success for 

years to come.
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CT8 Fitness Training System

For more information on TUFFSTUFF FITNESS INTERNATIONAL, its family of 

strength equipment or the quality service behind the success of the company; 

simply visit them at www.tuffstuffitness.com.  To contact Mike Ryser directly 

at mryser@tuffstuff.net or call 1.888.855.8274.  You can also find TFI on 

Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and Linkedin. 
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…That’s why, when it comes to choosing the right  

flooring for their facilities, health and fitness clients 

worldwide trust Centaur Floor Systems to do the 

footwork for them.  Centaur steps to the task with 

a vast selection of high quality brands in floor 

coverings that stand up to your demands.  Call a 
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Lean or muscular, tall 
or short, fit or “getting 
there”…

No two exercisers are exactly alike, 

so why should their workouts be? The 

fitness market realizes this, which is why 

they’re always looking for innovative new 

ways to personalize the gym experience, 

catering to the specific needs of each 

individual, whether the goal is to get 

heart healthy, become toned or bulk up. 

While this is not a novel concept, the 

sudden proliferation of fitness technology 

to achieve unprecedented levels of 

personalization is a new development, 

both in the home and the gym.

To that end, one of the hottest 

trends right now is portable fitness 

tracking software delivered via mobile 

applications or wearable technology such 

as bracelets and watches. By monitoring 

their workout stats and chasing their 

pre-set goals, users can custom-create 

regimens that effectively meet their 

personal health needs, while using their 

workout time more efficiently.

Meanwhile, fitness facilities are 

turning to networked fitness software 

to deliver similar benefits to their client 

base. If the equipment is networked 

via the Internet, users can hop from 

machine to machine, or even across 

linked facilities and get a consistent 

experience with every workout.

By combining the two—networked 

and mobile fitness tracking—the fitness 

industry can truly maximize the potential 

of these applications to reach customers 

whenever and wherever they like. For 

instance, premium fitness equipment 

provider Precor offers its Preva® 

software on treadmills, ellipticals, bikes 

and AMTs, but also makes it available 

to gyms and directly to consumers via 

a mobile app. In this way, exercisers 

can set goals and record workouts on 

the equipment as well as factor in 

out-of-gym activities such as biking in 

the same system. 

Gym operators who have emerged 

as early adopters of this technology 

have been the first to reap the rewards 

of personalization, which include 

improved member loyalty and retention, 

membership renewals and upgrades, and 

increased sales on products and services. 

Best Practices for Fitness 
Apps

As a growing number of gyms experiment 

w i th  cus tomer  pe r sona l i za t i on 

campaigns, the f i tness industry 

is learning valuable lessons on what 

tactics and strategies work best when 

implementing such programs.

For starters, intuitive account 

management is a must for any fitness 

software solution, lest the user opt 

out due to intimidation, confusion or 

frustration. Workouts are hard enough, 

after all, without the exerciser struggling 

with the ins and outs of creating and 

modifying their fitness accounts.

Moreover, trainers at some gym 

facilities are incorporating applications 

such as Preva into their fitness programs 

in order to help customers create 

optimal cardio workout regimens and 

subsequently track their progress.

Though i t  may sound l ike a 

buzzword, gamification is another useful 

element when introducing tech-based 

personalization initiatives. Turning 

an intense workout into a form of 

entertainment can help distract users 

from their burning muscles by making 

the process more fun.

Over time, these applications have 

grown more scientific and effective—and 

so has the fun level. For instance, the 

aforementioned Preva turns workouts 

into a challenge, rewarding users with 

Precor Tech 
Turning Workouts 
into Personalized 
Experiences
Author: Doug Johns, Vice President, Global Marketing and Strategy, Precor
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mot iva t iona l  badges 

upon reaching certain 

key milestones (i.e. the 

Golden Gate badge, which 

is awarded when a user 

burns 232 calories, the 

average equivalent of 

walking the entire span 

of San Francisco’s Golden 

Gate Bridge).

T o  m a k e  s u r e 

members  don’ t  lose 

i n t e r e s t ,  i t ’ s  a l s o 

beneficial  to del iver 

automatic notifications via 

a mobile app, reminding them exactly 

how much more they need to work out 

in order to reach the weekly goals they 

set for themselves. And of course, the 

more return visits to the gym, the more 

opportunities to sell apparel, vitamins, 

smoothies, tanning bed services and 

other amenities.

A note of caution, however: It may 

seem like good customer service for 

gyms to offer their members a wide 

var ie ty  o f  personal ized f i tness 

applications from which to choose. But 

it’s actually doing members a disservice, 

forcing them to select from an unwieldy 

collection of unknown, unproven 

programs, some of which may actually 

do more harm than good.

Ultimately, it should be up to the 

fitness facility to perform the diligent 

research required to select the right 

fitness app for its members—one that 

ideally has the versatility to serve a broad 

array of clients while still being able to 

address each individual’s unique needs.

Man and Machine, Moving 
In Sync

Personalization isn’t just about helping 

exercisers reach their target fitness level; 

it’s also about meeting their personal 

comfort level.

With members that come in 

all shapes and sizes and builds, 

it is important for fitness centers to 

implement equipment that can adapt to 

each exerciser’s physical capabilities and 

limitations. 

Perhaps no equipment better 

embodies this ideal than the Adaptive 

Motion Trainer® (AMT®), a state-of-

the-art, low-impact cardio machine 

from Precor that enables a vast range 

of motions, allowing users to change 

up their workouts in mid-session while 

maintaining their natural stride length. 

This results in a more comfortable 

wo rkou t  tha t  complements  an 

exceptionally wide range of body types.

Even conventional cardio equipment 

can be upgraded to provide more a 

customized experience. For instance, 

many treadmills from Precor feature 

Integrated Footplant Technology™ that 

recognizes speed changes in users’ 

strides and adjusts the belt’s speed 

accordingly—thus mimicking their 

natural running motions.

Touchscreen consoles can add yet 

another layer of personalization. For 

instance, the Precor P80 consoles allow 

users to dynamically change what they 

view on their displays 

throughout the workout 

session. They can visually 

monitor their workout 

progress, watch media, 

browse the Internet or 

select a hybrid of these 

options.

Future 
Personalization 
Endeavors

As technology continues to 

advance, fitness companies 

of all kinds will look to capitalize 

on new and exciting personalization 

opportunities just over the horizon. 

In the gym, staff may gain the ability 

to send individualized messages 

and promotions to members’ via the 

equipment console or mobile app, 

before, during or after workouts. What 

exactly is communicated in these 

tailored messages would likely depend 

on a member’s workout history, fitness 

level, frequency of visits and even 

browsing habits.

In another foreseeable scenario, 

gyms may begin to access members’ 

fitness records in order to dynamically 

adjust regimens based on their progress, 

or to check up on members who haven’t 

been showing up lately.

When it comes down to it, people 

consider their health a very personal 

matter. It only makes sense that the 

facilities serving them will continue to 

find new ways to address their fitness 

needs in a manner that’s equally 

personal.

For more information call 

1 (800) 786-8404 or visit 

www.precor.com.
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M e d - F i t  S y s t e m s , 
the company that 
m a n u f a c t u r e s 

Nautilus® Commercial fitness 
equipment, is listening to  

the needs of their customers.  

Here’s the challenge: customers want 
different things.  Some want the latest 
and greatest in cardio technology, offering 
astounding entertainment and networking 
options for their users. Other customers 
want cardio equipment that they can 

buy today and be assured 
that the technology will 

serve reliably for the 
life of the equipment.  
These customers 

have expressed 
that they  do not 

wish to fill their 
facilities with 

the latest technology, which they feel may 
need upgrades as technology progresses 
or even become outdated in a relatively 
short time due to rapid advancement in 
technology, and may require more frequent 
(sometimes costly) maintenance. So what 
was Nautilus® Commercial to do?  Satisfy 
them all, of course!

As an encore to the recent introduction 
of the high tech, touchscreen entertainment 
10 Series commercial cardio line, 
Nautilus® Commercial now presents the 
T10 Treadmill with LED console. This 
treadmill is the same commercial grade, 
power-packed, sturdy, versatile body, but 
with a simplified console and optional 
entertainment features. The rollout of 
the T10 Treadmill with LED console is 
also due, in part, to the success of its 
predecessor, the T916, which also did not 
have an entertainment touchscreen.  The 
T10 Treadmill combines all of the features 
and quality that Nautilus® Commercial 
customers are accustomed to, with some 

added innovations.    
Executive Vice President of 

International Sales and Global 
Marketing, Juergen Kopf, explained, 

“The new technology of the T10 

Treadmill plus the simplified LED console 
plus the entertainment TV options equals 
a triple win!” 

T10 Treadmill LED - TECHNOLOGY
The amazing, new Nautilus® T10 Treadmill 
has been championed as “the best looking 
treadmill on the planet” and as incredibly 
powerful, with a user weight capacity of 600 
pounds up to 4 MPH.  Its speed can be set 
as slow as 0.1 MPH and as fast as 16 MPH! 
The T10 boasts Nautilus’ no-maintenance, 
patented REACT® shock absorption control 
technology, which protects the user’s ankles, 
knees, hips, and back by providing the most 
advanced and most dynamic cushioning 
system available. Whatever the user’s pace, 
stride, or incline, the REACT® system will 
adjust automatically, so the surface will 
never be too hard, and never too soft. 

This eagerly anticipated treadmill 
features a 33% increased, super-wide speed 
range over its impressive predecessor, the 
T916 Treadmill (T10: 0.1 - 16 MPH vs. 
T916: 0.1 - 12 MPH), a 20% increased 
incline range (T10: 0-18% vs. T916: 
0-15%) and a smaller footprint over the 
T916, requiring reduced floor space.  The 
treadmill’s low step-up height of only 7.25 
inches facilitates easier and safer mounting 
and dismounting.

The T10 LED has an energy saving 
automatic voltage regulation. This is a 
new advance that is hugely valued by 
Nautilus® Commercial’s international 
customers who face voltage fluctuations.   
It benefits all customers by protecting 
the drive and display electronics against 
voltage spikes, thus extending the life of 

those components. Additionally, the T10 
Treadmill has a technologically advanced 
new electronic motor drive, showcasing a 
three-phase output with automatic torque 
boost and slip compensation. The newly 
designed controller replaces the previous 

Nautilus® Commercial 
New T10 LED Treadmill: 
“A Triple Win!”

Executive Vice President of International Sales and Global 
Marketing, Juergen Kopf, explained, “The new technology of 
the T10 Treadmill plus the simplified LED console plus the 
entertainment TV options equals a triple win!”
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AC motor drive with an inventive and reliable 
digital motor control (and it also takes up 
less space).   

Nautilus® Treadmill users will find 
convenient new easy-access speed and 
incline adjustment remote controls on right 
and left handrails. An optional medical 
handrail system is 
available for facilities 
desiring the feature.

There is another 
reason that Nautilus® 
C o m m e r c i a l ’ s 
technology makes the 
brand a smart choice – 
they apply a long-lasting, 
permanently bonding 
antimicrobial treatment 
to all strength and cardio.  The antimicrobial 
treatment is EPA registered (completely 
environmentally friendly) long-lasting and 
permanently bonding.  These antimicrobials 
are extremely effective against mold, fungi, 
algae and most harmful bacteria and viruses 
(including STAPH and MRSA.) This reduces 
cross contamination by multiple users.  The 
treatment is not only highly effective, but 
MORE effective than alternate, dangerous 
methods that include poisons, gas and 
chemical leaching and that can bleed into 
the environment.

The new T10 Treadmill with LED 
console offers the same generous lifetime 
frame warranty (motor; 10 years, parts 
and electrical, 3 years; wear parts, 1 year) 
as its entertainment touchscreen cardio 
cousins and is also entirely made in America.  
Because Nautilus® Commercial fitness 
equipment is made in the U.S.A., virtually 
limitless color customization can be offered 

w i th  sw i f t 
turnaround 
and on ly 
a modest 
upcharge.

T10 Treadmill LED -  CONSOLE 
The T10 Treadmill’s simple LED display 
improves reliability, durability and is also 
unsurpassed in accuracy.   

Nautilus® Commercial cardio products 
with advanced LED displays utilize 
performance algorithms based upon scientific 

analysis of energy expenditure.  
Competitors often embellish 
calorie burn.  However, it 
often leads to exercisers eating 
a 700 calorie dessert, thinking 
they burned 700 calories on the 
treadmill, when they only actually 
burned 400!

Nautilus® Commercial cardio’s 
American College of Sports Medicine 
(ACSM) based exercise expenditure 
calculations are the perfect complement 
to Nautilus® strength products – where 
form follows function – ensuring 
that a facility’s members 
(patient, client, 
etc...) will enjoy 
safe, effective and 
accurate exercise 
sessions. 

The Nautilus® 
t readmil l  presents t w e n t y - t w o 
workout programs, including a fitness test, in 
multiple languages.  Nautilus® Commercial 
has also engineered a new dual fan design 
that is integrated into the console.   The T10 
LED console includes an iPod charging station 
with audio control buttons, an iPad/magazine 
shelf and C-safe power adaptor for additional 
theater receiver inputs. 

T10 Treadmill LED - ENTERTAINMENT
As Nautilus® Commercial listened to their 
customers, they found many of them saying 
that they wanted the reliability, accuracy and 
simplicity of the LED console, but that they 
still needed their entertainment.  In other 
words, they want their cake and to eat it, 

too. To that, Nautilus® 
Commercial responded, 

“Let them eat cake!” 
They quickly made 
available two different TV 
entertainment monitor 
options. T10 LED 
Treadmill customers 
have a choice of 15.6” 
or 17” TV entertainment 
monitors with quick tilt 

control for improved viewing angle for users 
of all sizes.  Each of these entertainment 
options offers unique capabilities.  The 15.6” 
TV entertainment monitor offers an optional 

iPod/iPhone docking station for charging 
and provides access to brilliant 

digital “On Demand” 
programs, movies 
and videos – all 

without needing 
internet wiring or an 

additional service provider!  The 17” 
TV entertainment monitor offers a larger 

format HD screen for digital, broadcast-
ready diversion.  This option 

includes an integrated 
universal screen controller, enabling 
users to navigate through cable & satellite 
TV menus.

The American-made Nautilus® 
Commercial T10 Treadmill with LED console 
indeed appears to have scored that triple win 
for those facilities who want their cake and 
to eat it, too.

Nautilus® Commercial Fitness provides interactive webinars that bring the showroom to you!
Staff training is FREE, using either a webinar or a personal visit from a representative.
To find out more about Nautilus® Commercial equipment and programming, contact: 
info@medfitsys.com      www.nautiluscommercial.com     800.874.8941     +1 276.773.2881

Nautilus® Commercial cardio products with advanced LED 
displays utilize performance algorithms based upon scientific 
analysis of energy expenditure.  Competitors often embellish 
calorie burn.   However, it often leads to exercisers eating a 
700 calorie dessert, thinking they burned 700 calories on the 
treadmill, when they only actually burned 400!
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The Five 
BIGGEST 
MISTAKES 
You Made This Week 
in Your Business
By: Thomas Plummer 

Business is a game of efficiency: it’s not 

a game of perfect. Your goal each week 

is to do as many things as you can 

effectively and eliminate as much of the 

wasted, ineffective habits you become 

trapped in over time. 

Perhaps the most important thing that we could ever 
teach fitness professionals is that almost every business-
threatening mistake they make is due to the inability to 
change and their failure to move the business ahead rather 
than trying something new. In other words, most professionals 
fail by clinging to the past rather than trying to move the 
business forward through the introduction of new ideas and 
systems. 

Here are five things that might have made the difference 
between a good week and great week. This list could be much 
bigger, but these are five problems we tried to correct this 
week during typical client calls:

You still don’t know your numbers: The numbers in a 
business don’t lie. If you can’t tell me how many leads came 
through the door this month, how many conversions (closing 
percentage), what happened to the rest of those leads, the 
average EFT per new client, how many new clients are being 
upsold to training memberships, how much it will cost to run 
your business this month and your retention numbers, then 
you aren’t in control of your business. And if you don’t know 
your numbers, how do you make decisions? You have to make 
staffing, marketing and general business decisions everyday, 

but if you don’t know your numbers then how did you make 
the ones you did today?

You are still being held hostage by your staff: If you 
are afraid to change the business because you are afraid to 
piss off a few staff people, then you are being held hostage 
by staff without the benefit of a chance for ransom. Always 
do what is right for the business and never be afraid to grow. 
Everyone is replaceable and the business will move forward 
without those roadblocks. It’s important to note that if you own 
a business and can’t do the job currently by being held hostage 
by someone you perceive to have a skill you don’t possess, you 
shouldn’t be in this business. This is like owning a restaurant 
and not being able to cook if the chef walks tonight. You have 
to master every job in the gym and you should always train 
backups as a routine part of your business planning.

What you’re doing isn’t working, but you are afraid 
to change: Because what if you change and the new ideas 
don’t work. Besides being a Chinese logic problem, this is a 
common trap for professionals who have business systems 
based upon the 1990s, yet want to move into a training-centric 
business model. This is like saying, “I don’t want to send my 
staff to a workshop because what happens if I spend the money 
and they leave me?” What happens if you don’t spend the 
money and they stay? 

The key concept here is that anything that has been a trend 
for over three months is no longer a trend, it’s the new reality. 
The belief is that if this professional waits long enough the 
tough times will be over and everything will go back to like it 
was back in the day when the business was hot. 

Believing Poor is Good: One conversation this week was 
with an owner who was telling me that he was reluctant to 
change his system because he had three trainers who were 
generating $13k a month in training…combined. Yes, that was 
the best he had ever done, but it is still horrible. We get trapped 
into believing that lousy is the new standard. This is like a 
woman who is married and her husband totally lets himself go. 
He was young, athletic and handsome and now he is 35 and 
wearing dad pants with an elastic waistband, big white tennis 
shoes and carries about 30 pounds over his married weight. 
She settles for this wreck until her personal trainer, after she 
lost weight and realized her inner babe, hits on her and she now 
realizes that she settled for lousy when she can really have a 
higher standard of hot.
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Being Afraid to Ask for Help: I call this the big chain 
syndrome. The chains struggle with an out-of-date business 
platform, heavy competition, erosion of their core revenue 
generators through the loss of training clients to the training 
gyms; yet most of the biggest club operators maintain that 
obstinate smugness that they are just too good to ask for help 
and nothing for them changes except the numbers get worse 
and the competition gets thicker. 

This is common in the new training gyms where the first 
time owner is deathly loyal to a training concept and isn’t smart 
enough to realize that a training methodology is not a business 
platform. A business platform is how we charge the clients, how 
we collect the money, how we price for the market and most 
importantly, the combination of the systems you use to run the 
business and train the staff. What does all of this mean: new 
ideas won’t kill you and too much inbreeding, meaning every 
new idea you have comes from current staff or people who don’t 
understand this industry, might just end your business. 

Trapped in 1995: This is a conversation that, sadly, I have at 
least several times a week. This conversation usually progresses 
through anger, denial, a sense of entitlement, and finally the 
reality that what made you successful in 1995 is as relevant 
today as a phone with a cord, a baby blue leisure suit or a 
five-year-old cell phone. 

It is seldom what you know today that will 
make money for you in the future. It’s what you 
WILL know if you ask the right questions and 
continue to let yourself grow that will make you a 
rich person. 

Remember that Jurassic Park wasn’t just a 
movie; it is a representation of everything that is 
bad today in our industry. Don’t ask me about how 

to sell training at point of sale, ask me how to build training into 
every membership in the gym. Don’t ask me how to hire young, 
dumbass trainers and then wonder why they can’t keep clients 
or can’t sell even though you give them over half the money. 
They are trainers, and all they should do is train someone, under 
the supervision of a master trainer, because most trainers work 
with only one motivation and that motivation is helping people, 
not being part of your sales team. Change your old dinosaurs, or 
move on to Jurassic Park where all the old dinosaurs go to die.

Business is about growth and the future. Clinging to the past 
ended a lot of chains and individual efforts in this business, and 
clinging to the past might just end yours. 

Ask yourself this, “Am I willing to let go and grow this 
business, or am I hanging on to my past glory days?” If you ever 
tell yourself, “I can’t change, I will piss off too many people, but 
what I am doing isn’t working,” then you already know the answer.

Thomas Plummer is the key note speaker for the National 
Fitness Business Alliance. The NFBA educates fitness 
professionals, from independent club owners to non-profits, 
on how to make money in the fitness business. They’re 
offering 12 educational workshops throughout the country 
in 2014. To find out more about the NFBA check our 
website www.thenfba.com or call us at 800-726-3506

Don’t ask me about how to sell training 
at point of sale, ask me how to build training 
into every membership in the gym.
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Y
our club cannot exist 

without its members. 

Most gym owners 

acknowledge this fact but 

still spend a majority of their 

resources working to win new 

members instead of trying to 

keep their current ones. For 

many owners, member retention 

conjures up thoughts of cold 

calls, awkward conversations, 

and annoying follow-up e-mails. 

This does not have to be the 

case. With the right system in 

place, retention can become 

a comfortable part of your 

club’s natural membership 

progression. 

Retention starts the first 

day a client joins your gym — 

not the month a contract is 

about to expire. Using a club 

management software like 

EZFacility allows you to work 

on retaining your members 

the moment they sign their 

contracts and helps you keep 

them engaged and committed. 

Here’s how:

 

Client Profiles: 
EZFacility offers users the option to create 
in-depth customer profiles and maintain 
an extensive database of information 
about club members. In addition to 
storing client contact information and 
photos, this feature captures all aspects of 
a client’s class and training preferences, 
check-in and purchase history, health 
restrictions, payment status, waivers, and 
more. You can use the software to run 
a client retention report and see which 
members have not worked out in the last 
month; you can then have staff personally 
contact those members to provide some 
motivation. Ultimately, client profiles 
ensure that your staff knows every client 
on a personal basis — the key to creating 
the relationships that lead to member 
retention. 
 
 
Carefree Billing: 
With EZFacility’s EFT/Auto Pay feature, 
you can offer your clients a convenient, 
accurate payment experience. Your 

members can enjoy the convenience 
of having their credit card information 
on file, allowing them to focus on their 
fitness goals instead of worrying about 
their wallets. Additionally, there will be 
no reason for staff to stop a client upon 
check-in for an overdue membership or 
an uncomfortable “resell” conversation. 

 
Client Assessments: 
Why do your members come to the 
gym? To get fit! Putting a system in 
place to track their progress plays a vital 
role in retaining them as clients. With 
EZFacility’s Fitness Tracking feature, 
trainers can record a client’s progress on 
areas deemed important in the client’s 
pursuit of their individual goals (body fat 
percentage, weight, blood pressure, and 
more). Use these reports to encourage 
your members, celebrate their successes, 
and help guide them if they fall off track. 
If they reach their goals, they’ll keep 
coming back.

 
Mobile Applications: 
A mobile app provides a fast, convenient 
way for your members to access your 
club, whether they’re at the club or 
not. Because customers expect you to 
be available when it is convenient for 
them, they should have 24/7 access to 
your facility information. EZFacility’s 
MemberMe mobile app promotes 
communication and interaction between 
you and your members by providing 

Retain Your Members 
with EZFacility’s Club 
Management Software
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EZFacility offers users the option to create in-depth customer profiles and maintain an extensive 
database of information about club members.
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a useful platform designed to keep 
customers informed and engaged. The 
app allows customers to view and book 
classes, trainings, and sessions right 
from their smartphones. Additionally, it 
offers “Push Notifications” so you can 
immediately update your members about 
any facility changes or news.

E-mail: E-mail allows you to foster 
long lasting relationships with your 
members. From sending motivational 
or birthday e-mails to spreading news 
about promotions and schedule changes, 
communicating proactively with your 
members will keep them coming back. 
EZFacility’s E-mail Blast feature will help 
you send high-impact, professional looking 

e-mails directly from the software. Because 
your member data is stored on the same 
platform, it is easy to create segmented 
lists (for example, of birthdays in a 
particular month, or of clients who have 
particular packages) and directly contact 
the members on those lists through a 
particular e-mail campaign. Targeted 
e-mails will help make your customers feel 
special and increase their loyalty. 

The most valuable asset a club 
possesses is its members — its current, 
loyal members. Though facilities often 
focus on attracting new members, 
retaining existing ones is just as, if not 
more, important. Streamlining your 
retention efforts through a management 
software like EZFacility will make the 
process of retaining members easier than 
ever before — and those members will 
ultimately recommend your club to their 
friends.

For more information visit 
ezfacility.com, or call (866) 498-3279.

866-435-2009 www.gymvalet.com bruce@gymvalet.comSPECIAL NFTJ PRICING
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rubber dumbbell in 1983, we have
uncompromisingly refined and fine-
tuned the design 51 times, in passion-
ate pursuit of an ideal: a rubber dumb-
bell that is gentlest on equipment,
safest for people, indestructible, with
super tight fastening,* neutralized odor,
a classic look, an awesome feel. We’re
never satisfied, never finished. Perfec-
tion is an elusive goal. But this rubber
dumbbell is 51 steps closer to it.

*Ivanko’s PermaLockTM fastening system

employs proprietar y machining tolerances

and sur face preparation to achieve a

metal-to-metal bond that requires 400 foot

pounds of torque to twist apar t. (The cor-

rect measure of rotational resistance is “foot

pounds” of torque, not “psi” which is some-

times used incorrectly by manufacturers).

IVANKO STAINLESS STEEL OLYMPIC BAR

™

Approved for International Competition,
International Powerlifting Federation

We heat treat this stainless steel bar
to 218,000 PSI, because our tests
tell us anything weaker will bend. We
further straighten each bar to a toler-
ance of 10/1000 inch, because any-
thing less straight will cause rotation-
al torque during heavy lifting. We
make it of stainless steel because it
needs no coating, so there’s nothing
to peel off, chip, or rust. Finally, we
ultrasonic test and magnetic particle
test every bar to detect internal and
external cracks that can cause the
bar to snap. The International
Powerlifting Federation (I.P.F.) counts
our stainless steel Olympic bar among
the very few that it approves for
International Competition. We appreci-
ate the endorsement, I.P.F., but we’re
pressing ahead with Design No. 124
anyway. 

!"#"$%&'$()*+$$$!"#$%&'()*$+,$-./00$$$1!,$$$$,-.$/(+"0()"((00$$$12'$/(+"0()"(/3/$$$222345"#6)7"(7&8839):$$$4#;)<45"#6)7"(7&8839):

2425 S YANK CIRCLE
LAKEWOOD, CO 80228

Tiffany White
Sales & Marketing

PHONE: 800-668-2340 

FAX: 303-800-0548

COMPLETE INSURANCE SOLUTIONS FOR 
THE FITNESS INDUSTRY

 

 

           
                                   

 
Ken Reinig and his team have been insuring the health club industry for over 20 years. 
If you would like to partner up with the industry’s leading risk management specialist 
and probably save some money on your insurance premiums, give Ken or Tiffany a 
call at  800-668-2340. 

Or drop them an email at:  
ken@theinsuranceguy.com  or  tiffany@theinsuranceguy.com   

Ken Reinig, 
President

www.theinsuranceguy.com

                  • Health Club Property      • Personal Trainer     • Equipment Manufacturers
    • Liability & Work Comp    • Liability                   • Product Liability
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XR Turf - The Indoor 
Solution For Serious 
Sports Training

XR Turf fulfills a need in the 

marketplace for a revolutionary, 

premium turf product.  It provides 

cushion underfoot, has sound 

insulation advantages, and adds a 

significant environmental story that 

does not exist with any other turf 

product.  XR Turf was designed with an 

athlete’s body in mind. Of particular 

importance is force reduction, which 
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measures and evaluates a flooring 

system’s ability to reduce impact, 

especially to the lower extremities.

XR Turf is designed for indoor 

use only and meets specifications for 

competitive field hockey, lacrosse, 

and soccer fields.  It is spike-resistant 

and ideal for heavy indoor sports 

training, including use with football 

pulling sleds and speed schools that 

promote speed, power, strength, 

flexibility, and endurance training.

XR Turf is manufactured by 

fusion-bonding a nylon wear layer 

(with a face weight of 34 oz/yd2) 

to a recycled rubber underlayment. 

This is achieved using patent-

pending itstru technology. 5 years of 

intensive research and development 

has taken place to create this fusion 

bonded technology, which involves 

fusing a post-consumer recycled 

rubber backing to a wear layer. Itstru 

creates performance flooring that 

is both eco-logical and ergonomic.  

XR Turf’s optional interlocking tiles 

can also serve as a solution to a 

portable field.  In schools where 

space is an issue, interlocking XR 

Turf can help transform a basketball 

court or auditorium into a portable 

playing surface without the need for 

adhesive or risk of damaging the floor 

underneath. User can pull up the 

tiles easily and store them away in a 

closet after a rain delay or after the 

practice or game has ended.

For more information, or to receive 

a sample, contact Centaur Floor 

Systems @ 800 536 9007.

800-88-IDEAL 
idealockers.com

Ideal manufactures lockers in the U.S.A.  

with parts and materials made in the U.S.A., 

using U.S.A. written guidelines and specifications, 

all for your benefit.

 

Get an online quote today and buy USA!
 
• Wood & Plastic Laminate Lockers Built Daily
• Over 25 Years of Manufacturing Excellence
• FSC Certified and Compliant 
• LEEDS EQ4.1, 4.2 & 4.4 as well as MR4.1 & 7
• GSA #GS27F0019R

100% American Made Lockers



MORE WORK IN LESS TIME 
600 CALORIES...DONE
A treadmill, elliptical and stepper combined into one machine. The 

TreadClimber® by Star Trac is just that, with 2x the calorie burn of 

walking on a fl at treadmill at the same speed.

TreadClimber® by Star Trac E-TC

   

©2014 Star Trac. All rights reserved. Star Trac and the Star Trac logo are registered trademarks of 

Core Industries, LLC. TreadClimber is a registered trademark of Nautilus, Inc.  

IN
NOV

ATI
ON

For more innovation contact us at: 800-228-6635 or email: sales@startrac.com 
Scan the QR code to the left  to see the new features and benefi ts of the TreadClimber® 
by Star Trac.

Relationships.  Solutions.  Innovation.

14-adv 043 innovation NFTJ March Print Ad.indd   1 2/5/14   4:36 PM
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In just a few short decades, many of us 

have helped establish fitness and exercise 

as of way of life for the general public. 

However, it hasn’t been an easy road and, 

toward the industry as a whole, the public’s 

perception has been far from favorable.  

We need to take responsibility for our 

actions and strive to deliver the products 

and services that we promise our club 

members, but we also need to adhere 

to high ethical standards to enhance the 

perception of our industry.
 

We are at an exciting juncture in our history. We have the 

opportunity to transform ourselves by revamping our processes, 

systems, and culture around the demands of the competitive 

marketplace and club members. It is imperative that, as 

we do so, we become consistent with our commitment and 

core values, placing the club members first, acting with 

integrity, treating people with respect, being accountable, 

and raising our standards of performance and service. 

 

This means that we also have to do more than 

simply follow the law. We have to do the right thing 

- and we have to do it every day. Ethical conduct is the 

foundation of any business, and for the fitness industry 

to succeed far into the future, our industry must stand 

for  integr i ty,  t rust ,  and sol id ethical  standards. 

 

Each of us contributes to the industry’s success in our 

individual ways, but we also share a collective responsibility 

to “do the right thing” and behave ethically at all times. 

 

As a fitness industry veteran, I’m proud to be a part of this 

journey, and promise you that all of us at Global Fitness 

Association pledge our best efforts to assist all GFA Members 

in furthering club operations, including staff training and 

education.

Whether you’re new to the fitness industry or a seasoned 

veteran, I promise to show you how to eliminate the confusion, 

uncertainty, and frustration you may be experiencing in your 

business by showing you a path to the best resources in the 

fitness industry. Guaranteed!

For just $10 per month, on a month-to-month subscription, 

fitness centers, health clubs, colleges, YMCA’s, Jewish 

Community Center’s, city and county recreation centers, 

athletic clubs, hospitals and wellness centers, military and 

government, and resorts have access to resources that were 

developed by fitness industry professionals – resources 

that some thought didn’t exist. As you can tell, we don’t 

discriminate.

If you would like to ask a question, or if you have advice, 

an answer, or an experience to share concerning this 

article, please contact Gary Hood at 775-298-1616, or 

email gary@globalfitnessassociation.com.

Global Fitness Association – Your #1 Resource for Fitness 

Industry Success.

Get Your 
Shit Together 
Public’s Perception 
Far From Favorable! 
By Gary Hood, Global Fitness Association
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Wellness Assessment System
Discover MicroFit’s high quality wellness

assessment system and see how it can

improve your facility’s image and your

member’s personal health.

• Add value to membership

• Increase personal training

• Improve member retention

• Attract medical referrals

• Service corporate accounts

Free trial software: 

www.MicroFit.com
800-822-0405

sales@MicroFit.com

HAVE YOU TRIED E-MARKETING?
Need an affordable way to reach potential 

customers?  We now have access to the 

industry’s largest email database totaling over 

250 million opt-in email addresses throughout 

the United States and Canada; making it easy 

for you to convey your valuable message This 

form of advertising puts the power of zip-

code-targeted emails to work for every fitness 

professional wanting to attract new customers, 

regardless of their advertising budget. 

For just four cents (4¢) per email sent for association members, 
and six cents (6¢) per email sent for non association members, 
which includes sending out your advertising message four times 
once per week for a whole month, you can market and brand your 
business. 

Setting up an email campaign is easy. All you need to do is:

• Choose your prospects. (Men or women, or both.)
• Choose your location. (Target by zip code or city.)
• Create your email advertisement. (Use your own design or we 

can build it for you.)
• Schedule an email date. (You tell us when.)

Contact us today to see how many email addresses are within a 
five-mile radius of your location - you might be surprised!

For more information regarding this unique program, offered 
by Global Fitness Association, please contact Gini at 775-298-
1616 before your competition does.
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ACCESSORIES

Gym Valet • 866-435-2009
www.gymvalet.com
info@gymvalet.com

BILLING SERVICES

ASF Payment Solutions  
• 800-227-3859
www.asfinternational.com
info@asfinternational.com

EZFacility • 866-498-3279
www.ezfacility.com
adamz@ezfacility.com

CARDIO EQUIPMENT

Fit Interactive • 877-320-0022
www.fitinteractive.com
moreinfo@strivefit.com

Gymtropolis • 918-943-6677
www.gymtopolis.com
info@gymtropolis.com

Helix • 888-453-0166
www.helixco.com
GM@nationalfitnessgroup.com

Jacobs Ladder • 866-697-4100
www.jacobsladderexercise.com
info@jacobsladderexercise.com

Nautilus Commercial • 800-874-8941
www.nautiluscommercial.com
info@nautiluscommercial.com

Octane Fitness • 888-OCTANE4
www.octanefitness.com

Precor • 800-786-8404
www.precor.com
commsls@precor.com

reACT • 888-700-6882
www.reacttrainer.com
info@reacttrainer.com

Star Trac • 800-228-6635
www.startrac.com
sales@startrac.com

Thorotread • 800-805-4591
www.fitnesstoolsusa.com
jellis@fitnesstoolsusa.com

True Fitness • 800-426-6570
www.truefitness.com
info@truefitness.com

VersaClimber • 800-237-2271
www.versaclimber.com
email@heartrateinc.com

CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION

Nat’l Fitness Business Alliance  
• 800-726-3506
www.thenfba.com
jillian@teamnfba.com
 
FITNESS ENTERTAINMENT

MYE Club TV Systems • 800-779-6759
www.myeclubtv.com
info@myclubtv.com

FITNESS TESTING

Microfit • 800-822-0405
www.microfit.com
sales@microfit.com

FLOORING

Centaur Floor Systems • 800-536-9007
www.centaurfloors.com
info@centaurfloors.com

FREE WEIGHT EQUIPMENT

Cemco Strength • 855-232-3626
www.cemcostrength.com
sales@cemcostrength.com

Ivanko Barbell Co. • 310-514-1155
www.ivankobarbell.com
chet@ivankobarbell.com

Umax Strength • 888-851-8989
www.umaxstrength.com
info@umaxstrength.com

FUNCTIONAL FITNESS

Fit Interactive • 877-941-8784
www.fitinteractive.com
moreinfo@strivefit.com

Torque Fitness • 877-867-7835
www.torquefitness.com
LShore@torquefitness.com

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Flynn Construction • 800-434-7759
www.flynn-construction.com
info@flynn-construction.com

INSURANCE

Reinig Insurance Solutions  
• 800-668-2340
www.keymaninsurance.com  
ken@theinsuranceguy.com

LEASING/FINANCING

Affiliates Capital • 978-400-1628
www.affiliatescapital.com
clemar@affiliatescapital.com

First Financial • 800-956-7313
www.ffcash.net
paul@ffcash.net

LICENSING/FRANCHISING

Ms Fitness / Miss Fitness 
541-830-0400

LOCKERS

Ideal Products • 800-88-IDEAL
www.idealockers.com
idealocker@aol.com

NUTRITIONAL PROGRAMS/SUPPLEMENTS

SupplementsToGo.com • 877-517-4652
www.supplementstogo.com
customerservice@supplementstogo.com

PUBLICATIONS

Ms. Fitness Magazine
www.msfitness.com
contact@msfitness.com

National Fitness Trade Journal
www.nationalfitnesstradejournal.com
subscriptions@nationalfitnesstradejour-
nal.com

REFURBISHED/REMANUFACTURED 
EQUIPMENT

Fitness Equipment Source  
• 800-748-5125
www.fitnessequipmentsource.com
fitbizmc@aol.com

SAUNA & STEAM EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

Diamond Fitness • 800-966-7758
www.diamondfitness.com
psparks@diamondfitness.com

SERVICES

Mass Movement • 888-508-6277
www.massmovement.com
chuck.fedorka@massmovement.com

SOFTWARE

ASF Payment Solutions  
• 800-227-3859
www.asfinternational.com
info@asfinternational.com

EZFacility • 866-498-3279
www.ezfacility.com
adamz@ezfacility.com

STRENGTH EQUIPMENT

Ab Coaster • 866-219-5335 x4
www.theabscompany.com
info@abcoaster.com

BILT by Agassi & Reyes • 702-215-2181
www.biltbyagassiandreyes.com
info@biltbyagassiandreyes.com

Gymtropolis • 918-943-6677
www.gymtopolis.com
info@gymtropolis.com

HOIST Fitness Systems  
• 800-548-5438
www.hoistfitness.com
sales@hoistfitness.com

MtEverClimb • 866-282-5402
www.mteverclimb.com
ckamp@mteverclimb.com

Nautilus Commercial • 800-874-8941
www.nautiluscommercial.com
info@nautiluscommercial.com

Precor • 800-786-8404
www.precor.com
commsls@precor.com

REP-MAXX • 855-737-6299
www.repmaxx.com
info@repmaxx.com

Star Trac • 800-228-6635
www.startrac.com
sales@startrac.com

Strength Inc. • 800-370-3307
www.strengthequipment.net
strengthinc@ltlink.com

Strive Enterprises • 877-941-8784
www.strivefit.com
moreinfo@strivefit.com

Torque Fitness • 877-867-7835
www.torquefitness.com
LShore@torquefitness.com

Tuff Stuff • 888-884-8275
www.tuffstuffitness.com
mryser@tuffstuff.net

TANNING EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

International Tanning (HEX)  
• 800-556-3201
www.itehex.com
info@itehex.com

TRADE SHOWS

National Fitness Trade Show  
• 541-830-0400
www.nationalfitnesstradeshow.com
nationalfitness@msfitness.com

YOUTH FITNESS

Champions Youth Fitness  
• 877-294-YOUTH x 3
www.championsyouthfitness.com
paul@healthclubexperts.com

NFTJWeb.com Your Online One-Stop-Shopping Source
Check out our free on-line versions of National Fitness Trade Journal at NationalFitnessTradeJournal.com

LIST YOUR COMPANY HERE! 80% of Americans expect to find product information online before they make a purchase. 
Make sure they find you. List your company’s information in our NFTJ Web Directory, both print and online, for only $500 per year  
(5 issues). To learn more, go to www.NFTJWeb.com, call (541) 830-0400, or email editor@NFTJWeb.com. 
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Toll Free: 866.697.4100   |   jacobsladderexercise.com
Jacobs Ladder, LLC  |  908 Niagara Falls Blvd. / Suite 108  |  North Tonawanda, NY 14120

Phone: 716.692.1455  |  Fax: 716.692.1780  |  info@jacobsladderexercise.com

“This machine is amazing. 
 It is our most talked about  
     piece of equipment.”

– Nikki Castenada, Owner, Gold Gate Fitness
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CYOUR BEST SHOT AT
 FUNCTIONAL TRAINING

S M A L L  G R O U P  X  �  P T  �  A T T R A C T  A  N E W  M E M B E R S H I P  C R O W D
C U S T O M I Z E D  T O  M E E T  Y O U R  N E E D S  N O T  O U R S

CALL FOR FREE
SPACE CUSTOMIZATION
OF YOUR CLUB

(USA) 1.800.874.8941  |  (International) +1.276.773.2881
info@medfitsys.com  |  www.nautiluscommercial.com

L I M I T L E S S  C U S T O M I Z A T I O N


